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Abstract 

 
At the end of 2005 it was decided that a number of measurements performed in the dc Low 
Frequency (dclf) Laboratory of the CSIR National Metrology Laboratory (CSIR NML) could 
benefit from automation. The measurements identified were typically highly repetitive, and 
being performed using measuring instruments that can be connected to a computer with 
relatively little effort. 
 
A number of commercial instrumentation automation software packages were evaluated, but 
these packages were found to be too expensive for the purposes of a National Metrology 
Institute, given the programming experience available to the dclf laboratory. The software 
packages described in this paper were all written in Borland Delphi. To date, the following 
measurements were automated: calibration of digital multimeters up to 6.5 digits; capacitance 
measurements of a single standard capacitor and decade capacitors; and ac power 
measurements of single and three phase sources and meters.  
 
The following measurements are in the process of being automated: RLC measurements 
(inductance, resistance, and capacitance); ac-dc difference measurements and resistor 
calibration result analysis. The approach followed, software structure, validation and 
implementation of the software will be discussed. As these software packages automatically 
calculate the uncertainty of measurement, some time will be spent on the algorithms used for 
this purpose. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The CSIR NML is the custodian of the national measurement standards for South Africa. In 
the dc Low Frequency (dclf) laboratory of the CSIR NML the following parameters are 
maintained: dc voltage, dc resistance, impedance, ac/dc difference, ac power and energy. 
 
Many of these measurements are performed using very modern measuring equipment, the 
result of extensive capital investment in recent years. These measurements are still performed 
in a mostly manual fashion, using manpower that could be applied much more efficiently. 
 
Given the nature of most of these instruments and measurement, it is easy to see how the 
laboratory could benefit from automation. A cost / benefit analysis showed that the benefit in 
manpower savings far outweigh the cost of software development. This lead to the 
automation tasks reported here. 
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2. Software strategy 
 
Having decided that automation of the measurement systems in the dclf laboratory was a 
priority, a strategy to achieve this objective in the most efficient way was formed. This 
included the evaluation of commercial measurement automation software packages, interface 
strategies, and other factors. It was found that the commercial software available for the task 
was prohibitively expensive, weighed up against the high level programming language 
experience available to the laboratory. Even the most advanced of these packages still 
requires the setting up of measurement or calibration files, and post processing of the 
measurement data. 
 
Once the decision was taken not to use a commercial measurement package, a choice had to 
be made between the two packages that had the most experience available in the laboratory. 
These were National Instruments Labview, and Borland Delphi. Although Labview has 
many usable features available as pre-packaged virtual instrument (vi) modules, the choice 
was made to use Delphi as Labview does not have the powerful low level control 
possibilities of Delphi. A quick “showdown” programming exercise in the laboratory 
adequately proved this point. 
 
The next step in the project was to decide which measurement to automate first. Part of the 
first project included the development of a common interface for the automation software to 
be implemented. This will enable the metrologists in the laboratory to easily familiarise 
themselves with the different automated measurement systems. 
 
The strategy also included a common structure to the software, common data output 
structures, and common validation strategies. A common documentation and version control 
system is used for the software. The validation is performed by comparing results obtained 
using the software with results obtained using the manual methods. Validation of uncertainty 
calculations are performed by comparing software outputs with manually calculated values 
using the same inputs. All possible scenarios are evaluated during validation, as far as this is 
possible. The detailed validation report is then filed with the software. 
 
There is no paperwork associated with any of the developed software packages; all 
information is available from within the software. Part of the strategy also includes training 
of laboratory personnel in the use of the software, and active participation in testing and using 
the software. 
 
3. Work to date 
 
3.1. Multimeter calibration. 
 
The first software package to be written was for the calibration of multimeters. The software 
was written very generally to interpret a text file containing calibration instructions. The 
software can at present only perform calibration of meters having General Purpose Interface 
Bus (HPIB) interfaces, but it is planned to include serial interfaced instruments (RS232, USB, 
etc.), and manually controlled instruments in future. The interface for this package is shown 
in figure 2, the physical measurement setup in figure 2, an extract of a calibration file in 
figure 3, and an extract from a results file in figure 4. 
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For this software package, a pseudo-language was developed for interpretation of calibration 
commands. It can contain comments, instructions to the user of the software, calibration 
commands, wait commands (for stabilisation after connection changes) and GPIB 
instructions for the instrument under calibration. This significantly reduces the complexity of 
the main calibration program, and allows exceptional flexibility. It also allows for the easy 
modification of a calibration sequence for special purposes. The use of the software removes 
the influence of the operator from the calibration, thus improving the measurement 
uncertainties. 
 

 
Figure 1: Multimeter calibration interface. 

 

 
Figure 2: DMM calibration system setup. 
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Figure 3: Multimeter calibration file extract. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Multimeter results file extract. 
 
The high number of multimeters, especially 6.5 digit meters, received by the laboratory for 
calibration (mostly from internal clients), prompted the urgency of this project. The standard 
used for most calibrations is a Fluke model 5720A calibrator. A requirement for the 
calibration of higher accuracy multimeters (typically 8.5 digit meters) exists in the laboratory. 
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The software was adapted to enable the use of artefact standards, typically in cases where the 
accuracy specification of the calibrator cannot meet the accuracy requirements for the 
calibration of these meters. 
 
This makes the software ideal for use in a high level metrological institute. 
 
The software currently calculates the uncertainty of measurement for each measurement 
point, and gives an indication whether the instrument complies with its specification. The 
metrologist must still transfer the measurement results to the calibration certificate. The 
automatic generation of calibration certificates is planned as a future project. 
 
3.2. Capacitance calibration. 
 
The software for calibration of capacitors is written to use the Andeen-Hagerling model 
2500A high precision capacitance bridge. At present this limits the automatic calibration of 
capacitors to a frequency of 1 kHz. (Software for automation of the RLC digibridge is 
planned that will allow the automated calibration of impedance standards at other 
frequencies.) 
 
Impedance was the first parameter taken over by the author at the end of 2005, and as such it 
was an ideal starting point for automation. The software has a similar “look and feel” as the 
multimeter calibration software, although the functionality is significant different. The user 
interface is shown in figure 5, and the physical measurement setup in figure 6. Comparison 
with the interface for multimeter calibration shows the similarities. 
 

 
Figure 5: User interface for capacitance calibration. 
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Figure 6: Measurement setup for capacitance calibration. 

 
For the calibration of single capacitors, the user can choose all significant measurement 
parameters, such as secondary units, measurement integration time, number of measurements 
per set, number of repeats, and waiting time between repeats. The software calculates the 
statistics per set, and the statistics based on the averages per set. This allows characterisation 
of the unit under test for short and medium term stability, significantly improving the level of 
service provided to customers. The software also calculates the uncertainty of measurement. 
Calculation of the specification of the capacitance meter is the most involved calculation, and 
putting this in place took a significant amount of time. 
 
Calibration of decade devices is handled in a similar way, although presently the switches 
cannot be turned automatically. The user can once again choose all major parameters, such as 
number of decades, integration time, number of sets, and secondary parameter. The process 
still requires a lot of manpower, as the system must be monitored – the user still needs to 
switch the decade switches. 
 
3.3. ac Power and Energy calibration. 
 
ac Power and Energy automation software was a logical choice, given the easy automation of 
the power source and secondary power standard available to the laboratory. The high number 
of measurements required in a normal power or energy calibration also made this a good 
choice for automation. 
 
The instruments currently used for calibration of customer devices are a Rotek model 800A 
power source and a Zera COM 3000. This software is the least mature of the three packages 
discussed in this paper, as can be seen from the user interface in figure 7. Figure 8 shows a 
typical measurement setup. The software reads a measurement instruction file, and interprets 
the instructions to perform the measurements. 
 
Since a number of parameters are normally measured during the calibration of ac Power and 
Energy calibrations, it is possible to combine parameters during a single measurement. For 
this software, the data analysis and uncertainty calculations are still performed manually (it 
will be automated in a future project), but the volume of work for this parameter is 
reasonably low, so this is currently not a significant problem. An update to the specifications 
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of the software strategy is planned to bring this software in line with the strategy, and 
improve its usefulness. 
 

 
Figure 7: ac Power and Energy software user interface. 

 

 
Figure 8: ac Power measurement setup. 

 
 
4. Planned work 
 
As mentioned in the abstract, the following measurements are next in line for automation: 
RLC measurements (inductance, resistance, and capacitance); ac-dc difference measurements 
and resistor calibration result analysis. 
 
The automation of RLC measurements were started late in 2005, but a problem was 
experienced with interfacing to the instrument. According to the manufacturer, this is due to 
the original purpose of the interface, that being the control of a sorter for component 
selection. This implies that the instrument acts as a controller on the GPIB bus, and since the 
PC normally fulfils that function, there is contention on the bus. The GPIB interface of choice 
used in the dclf Laboratory is the Agilent model, but according to the manufacturer of the 
RLC Bridge, the National Instruments interface can be configured to work with the bridge. 
An appropriate interface was purchased, and will be used to automate this bridge. 
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Measurements performed with the bridge include capacitance, inductance, ac resistance and 
loss. The bridge can also measure at several frequencies in the range from 12 Hz to 200 kHz. 
The bridge has to be OPEN and SHORT calibrated after every change in measurement 
configuration or frequency, so the software will have to interact with the user fairly regularly. 
 
Currently the ac-dc difference measurements are fully automated. The software used is 
however very old (DOS based), and does not allow the user flexibility in setting up the 
measurement in an arbitrary way. The main motivation for rewriting the software is to move 
it to a more modern platform, and to add the required flexibility. 
 
All resistance measurements currently performed in the laboratory are fully automated. There 
are two automated bridges with scanners, one for low resistance measurements (to 10 kOhm), 
and one for high resistance measurement (10 kOhm to 1 GOhm). An ultra-high resistance 
bridge is used for measurements up to 100 TOhm. All these instruments are fully automated 
to perform measurements, but the analysis of the measurement results are still a manual 
process. It is planned to fully automate this analysis, to reduce the manpower required for this 
task, and to improve the efficiency of resistance measurements in the laboratory. 
 
Generating certificates is one of the most manpower intensive procedures in the laboratory. 
For the automated systems, performing routine measurements, this should not be the case. 
The automatic generation of certificates will be addressed as a future project. The most 
efficient way to do this will be to use the Rich Text Format (RFT) as the language for the 
certificates. RTF can be read by all office applications, and this protects the certificates from 
future changes in corporate software policy, and changes or upgrades of office applications.  
 
The generation of certificates will be modularised. Different modules will be developed to 
generate the different sections of the certificate. This will be written to easily accommodate 
changes in certificate layouts and quality system requirements. The software will be 
developed using some of the simpler certificates, and will slowly be developed further to 
accommodate more complex measurement situations. 
 
It is also planned to install a laboratory network, with all the measurement computers linked 
to one another and to a central printer. The results can then be shared, and result sheets 
printed centrally. A gateway machine for access to the general CSIR network will be put in 
place to protect the laboratory network from intrusions, and to enable the CSIR network to 
access the data stored on the laboratory machines securely. The gateway will also provide 
data backup services to the laboratory network. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
The use of specific manufacturers and products does not imply an endorsement of these 
manufacturers or products by the CSIR NML, nor does it imply that these manufacturers and 
products are necessarily the best suited to the applications discussed in this paper. 
 


